
performance freeride/freestyle



Providing un-compromised performance for 
Freeriders and Freestylers, the Torque V3 
is ultra smooth and responsive. It delivers 
explosive performance with amazing grip and 
smooth flex to stick your landings.

·Freeride/Freestyle performance 
·Medium rocker and medium flex
·Hybrid Fiberglass and Carbon layup
·Quad concave hull for amazing control and pop
·Intermediate to advanced riders



hybrid Biax 
Fiberglass and
UD Carbon Beam

The third version of the Torque features a new 
hybrid Biax Fiberglass and UD Carbon Beam layup.

This new construction increases flex at the tips and 
increases response from the center of the board. 



LIGHT AND FORGIVING 
TO RIDE

Combined with a medium flex and rocker the 
Torque V3 feels light and forgiving to ride.

The 3D deck shaping has a progressive taper into the 
tips for precise feeling and flex patterns, enabling a 

smoother take off and softer landing even when going 
for big tricks at speed.



LOAD UP
The square tip outline means more rail and board surface area in the water to load up against for insane pop, whether you are 

boosting airs with straps or throwing unhooked moves with boots. It provides excellent edge retention and strong upwind 
performance.



QUAD CONCAVE HULL
An advanced quad concave hull design enhances tracking and pop. 

Refined spines running the length of the board increase edge hold in strong winds and chop, providing ultimate control and 
precision when loading up for jumps.



The feeling, response and predictability of the Torque 
V3 means it has never been so easy to progress in all 

aspects of twin tip riding, go send it and see!

SEND IT AND SEE



footpads and 
straps v2

Having comfortable footpads and straps can be 
the difference between a good session and a bad 
one. Our V2 design provides the ultimate balance 

between performance and comfort to keep the 
good sessions rolling!

Our foot straps are ergonomically designed featuring 
Ultralon Performance Foam® and plush neoprene for 

the ultimate in comfort and control while providing 
a precise fit. Ultralon foam has an exceptional 

resistance to packing out, it doesn’t compress over 
time and has an outstanding formability enabling 

anatomical adaptation. Combined with the quick and 
easy velcro size adjustment, the strap provides a snug 

fit to all foot shapes and sizes or wetsuit booties.

We have designed our footpads to provide superior 
comfort, adaptability and strength. The multi-density 

foam pads combine a shock absorption base layer 
and a higher density top layer with precise contouring 

and texture for increased traction to keep your feet 
comfortably locked in. The baseplate is built strong 

with nine strap positions and five stance angle 
options allowing for uncompromised adaptability. 






